21, Hinton married Jane Marten, by whom he had three children; the younger son and daughter survive him.
Between 1897 and 1905 the legal vacations (3J months in the year) and all spare time were spent in Jermyn Street Museum, the Royal College of Surgeons and collecting trips in Norfolk, Essex and Kent. At the age of 16 he read his first scientific paper on the Pleistocene deposits of Ilford and Wanstead to the Geologists' Association. Work on Pleistocene stratigraphy and mammalian faunas continued to be his absorbing interest for the next 25 years. In 1905 he began regular visits to the Natural History Museum and from 1910 was given the status of Voluntary Worker with the task of working in the Geology Department on the catalogue of fossil rodents commenced by Dr Forsyth-Major. In 1912 he switched to the Zoology Department in the Museum. Hinton worked with Barrett-Hamilton on collections of mammals obtained from the Hebrides and in 1914 was appointed by the Colonial Office and Trustees of the British Museum to examine and report on the papers left by the late Major Barrett-Hamilton relating to the whales of South Georgia; the work was completed in 1915 and released for publication in 1925 .
In 1916 on terminating his legal work, Hinton volunteered for Army Service but was rejected as medically unfit and worked in a munitions factory for the duration of the war, devoting any spare time to natural history. During the thirties he was much concerned with the musk-rat problem, and an eradication campaign in which he was closely involved resulted in the complete extermination of the pest. His first wife died in 1948 and in the following year he remarried and retired to Somerset. His second wife was Dr Dina Portway Dobson, widow of Professor John Dobson, late Professor of Greek in the LTniversity of Bristol. Hinton had known the Dobsons for over 25 years and was a frequent visitor to Bristol, from where his early interests in Pleistocene cave faunas of the Mendips had stemmed. Shortly after moving to Somerset he turned his attentions to problems in astro-navigation and accumulated a mass of observations in two round cruises in M.V. City of Manchester during 1955 and 1956 . Trouble with his eyes in later years impeded microscope work and reading, though his mind remained clear and active to the end. He died on 3 October 1961, after a short illness following a fall.
M artin Alister Campbell Hinton
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S c ie n t if ic p u b l ic a t io n s
Pleistocene stratigraphy and palaeontology A major part of Hinton's publications deal with Pleistocene mammals with emphasis on their use in stratigraphy and palaeoecology; his writings deal particularly with rodents and the Pleistocene history of the Thames valley, and it is his contributions to this field that will be considered below.
In 1899 Hinton read a paper to the Geologists' Association on the Pleisto cene deposits of Ilford and Wanstead. He had for some years been visiting the sites and collecting fossils, both molluscs and vertebrates; the mammals he states he identified with the help of M r E. T. Newton, F.R.S., while Messrs A. S. Kennard and B. B. Woodward determined the molluscs. Already at the age of 16 his interest was focused on the mammals and the light they shed on the Pleistocene history of the Thames valley. The paper contains this Shortly afterwards in a paper read to the Essex Naturalists Hinton was favouring less vigorous conditions for the High Terrace formation; he argued that even with the evidence of river ice in the estuary, the increasing rich ness of the fauna precluded extreme cold. Hinton and Kennard suggested extending the correlation to other rivers in Britain and across the channel in France and Belgium; flint implements were used to characterize several of the levels. Over the succeeding two decades there followed a series of papers, substan tially palaeontological with only passing reference to stratigraphy, until in 1926 he summed up his stratigraphical conclusions.
In 1907 in a paper on the alpine vole Hinton stressed that study of this species ( M icrotusnivalis) indicated that 'since Pleistocene times it is not necessary to invoke any substantial change in climate and that all such differences [in distribution] can be satisfactorily accounted for by taking into consideration the reaction of one species or group of species on another'. The same theme is reiterated two years later in a paper on fossil hares. Lepus variabilis anglicus is considered very similar to Lepus variabilis hibernicus and both are regarded as primitive members of the Lepus variabilis group, with L. variabilis scoticus as a more specialized variety. L. europaeus was a late introduction into England and did not reach Ireland. In 1910 Hinton published a preliminary account of the British fossil voles; he estab lished their zonal value, the species representing morphological stages in the evolutionary development of the group; he discussed the origin of the fauna and implied climatic changes. His table of species illustrates that microtines are sensitive indicators of great value in Pleistocene stratigraphy, and provide a key which enables not only stratigraphical stages to be established, but also makes possible correlation of river terrace and cave deposits. These results he applied to another group of small mammals and in 1911 established five new species of Pleistocene shrews, which had previously all been referred to living species; he noted their stratigraphic distribution and evolutionary sequence, as with the voles.
For the following decade Hinton's writings are all zoological and are dealt with later. Between 1924 and 1926 he published extensively on his interpreta tions of the Pleistocene history of the Thames. In 1924 there appeared his book Rivers and l a k e s , a popular science book; very readable, an exa of popular writing at its best, though today the rather Victorian style might be considered somewhat florid and the slight teleological flavour unpalatable.
One chapter is devoted to the geological history of the British Isles and another to glacial lakes. The book is written around Chapter 3, entitled 'Rivers as historians', which is a concise account of the Pleistocene history of the Thames valley, the erosion and deposition of terraces, the faunas and climatic changes. Thurrock is taken to exemplify the Middle Terrace; the site is on the north bank of the Thames opposite Swanscombe and the fauna includes Hippo potamus and elements which, according to Hinton, show slow advance on but no break with the Cromerian. Again the example is unfortunate for the age of the site is still uncertain, if indeed Grays Thurrock can be regarded as a single site. Hinton then considered Grayford, further upstream, and con cluded it was all of Middle Terrace age, but showed a 'great faunal break', having none of the earlier Grays fauna and was characterized by the arrival of the first arctic forms with musk ox, and lemming. The fauna of the Third and Lowest Terrace was even colder, with mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, musk ox, reindeer and rodents, with equivalents in Ightham fissures and caves of Mendip. Hinton attributed the erosion of the Third Terrace and excavation of the present buried channel to the main phase of British glaciation.
In tracing the development of Hinton's views on the Pleistocene history one is struck by the direction of the changes. Commencing with orthodox views which tied in well with known facts and concurred with most other writers' views, he steadily departed into an isolated position which attracted little support. His choice of sites to illustrate the history begs explanation. His mind was one admirably adapted to accumulating masses of information and recalling it at notice, but he lacked to a singular degree the ability to evaluate the evidence critically. He was prone to seize on a premise, quite uncritically, and pursue it logically and ruthlessly to the detriment of all else. The premise involved here was monoglacialism; allowing this, all else follows logically. He scathingly dismissed Penck and Geikie without a fair hearing:
'Today I am going to urge that the "glaciation" of Britain was one of the latest events of the Pleistocene period; and if that be true even the compara tively sober judgment of Sir A. Geikie and the Geological Survey must be rejected, while the bolder flights of Penck may well be left alone as details irrelevant to the present discussion. ' On the sole basis of his experiences in the Thames valley, he proposed one glaciation very late in Pleistocene times, and that little more than a severely cold spell. The warning is issued that cold fauna species may be as unreliable as the witches in Macbeth; their toleration of temperate conditions can be witnessed today. It is ironical that in the second paragraph of his 1926 paper he said 'the best reasoning is sometimes wasted on faulty premises'. The last word has not yet been written on the Thames history; if Hinton had been a disciple of Oken rather than of Goethe his stratigraphical woik might have had a firmer foundation.
Mammalian zoology
Hinton's contributions to recent mammalogy are mostly confined to two orders, Rodentia and Cetacea, and his studies to their systematics and economics.
In a series of papers published in 1913 and 1914 Hinton (with BarrettHamilton) examined the island races of voles in the Hebrides and Orkneys. In the Orkneys he established that there is only one species, Microtus orcadensiswith five subspecies, each representing modification from a Pleisto cene relic. Again in the Inner Hebrides he worked out the subspecies of voles and field mice, basing the identification on statistical range of variation of characters in a population, rather than on presence and absence of characters of individuals. In the 1920's he published a stream of papers establishing new species and subspecies of mammals from the collections brought to the Natural History Museum from many expeditions to Asia and Africa. The majority of these taxonomic papers concerned rodents, but there is a fair sprinkling of carnivores, bats and antelopes. In taxonomy Hinton was not a splitter, though he invariably used trinomials, and often lumped previous separations. His work well represents the sound and balanced approach of the period to taxa; he appreciated the need for more than one individual specimen and from his work in Britain it is clear that the environmental study of the population sample was clearly in his mind, when this could be obtained. About this time he penned numerous reports and appendices on mammalian faunas from Pleistocene and Prehistoric sites.
In 1914 rattus) is a tropical species originating in India and spread by man into Asia Minor and across Europe, probably before the tenth century. This rat is very agile and has established itself indoors in close association with man-hence the dread ful destruction it wields when carrying bubonic plague. The brown rat (, Rattus norvegicus) also originated in Asia and probably came into Europe about the eighteenth century; a cold species from the Russian Steppe it can survive in the open in Europe; large, strong and fierce but not particularly agile, it has in many places replaced the black rat. Complete extinction would be in Hinton's view impossible and attempts very expensive in money and time; even if successful rats would soon return or be replaced by another species. The best attack is to make buildings ratproof and insist on sanitary disposal of refuse.
The culmination of Hinton's work on microtine rodents is his Monograph of the voles and lemmings, first part published in 1926; the second part survives in manuscript but was never published. The systematics of species and genera occupies the bulk of the monograph. The publication is exactly 30 years after Miller's paper on the genera and subgenera of voles and lemmings; many new forms had become known in the interval and Hinton had access to American material. His specimens ranged over the Holarctic from Upper Pleistocene to Recent, and his 31 genera and subgenera are a considerable reduction of the number then in use. The work is based almost wholly on museum collections, but the anatomical differences of species were correlated with functional and environmental adaptations. For example many dis tinctive characters are due to fossorial habit, these are reflected in limbs, teeth, skull architecture, jaw musculature and digestive tract and go a long way towards explaining the success of the murines. Sound and thorough systematics based on this firm footing has earned the work the honoured place which it continues to hold. In the introductory chapters of the Mono graph Hinton discussed the evolution of the Muroidea, expressing himself on familial trends, evolution of incisors and molars. Here again is seen the same unorthodoxy that characterized his writings on Pleistocene stratigraphy. His lines of argument led to conclusions which on the face of it seem most improbable and which have never been accepted by more than a handful of biologists. (The writer knows of one and there may be another.) Again as with the stratigraphy of the Thames all is logical reasoning if the premise is allowed. The premise here involves two complementary axioms, Lamarckism and the multituberculate origin of rodents.
In his zoological thinking Hinton was greatly influenced by three men, Kowalevsky, Winge and Forsyth-Major. Kowalevsky was a professed Darwinian; his famous monograph Anthracotherium und Versuch einer Classification der fossilen Hufthiere is dedicated to Charles Darwin. The intro ductory treatise to this work stressed the functional aspects of change, 'adap tive' and 'inadaptive' as he labelled them; he deduced that all organisms were striving to reduce the number of their digits so as to obtain the most econo mical and efficient limbs for locomotion. Winge was a convinced and persistent advocate of Lamarck; to Winge exercise and use were the deter minative factors in the development of organs. From their writings Hinton derived his tenacious belief in the principles of use and disuse and the transmission of acquired characters. The general principles he then grafted to Forsyth-Major's concepts of rodent tooth evolution. Forsyth-Major was an ardent opponent of the tritubercular theory and originator of the polybuny theory of mammalian molar evolution; he held strongly to belief in the multituberculate origin of placental mammals. Hinton accepted ForsythMajor's views, at least so far as the rodents were concerned.
To Hinton, many of the distinctive characters of the Microtinae are due to fossorial habit and feeding on texturally coarse diet-these explain their great success as a group. Dietary change led to dental change (for example the evolution of persistently growing molars), changes in the digestive tract, anatomical changes in the masticatory muscles, changes in the skull architecture to accommodate these muscles, and so on. Fossorial habit affected the bone and muscle of the head, limbs, body and tail; in the head changes occurred in the structure of the eyes and ears. All this is clearly and convincingly presented.
The details of his study of molar evolution in the microtinae need not be pursued here, suffice it to quote his three conclusions from the study.
1. 'There is evidence that the cheek-teeth above and below have been evolved from teeth in which there were three longitudinal rows of tubercles.
2. 'There is evidence that all the molars have to a greater or less extent suffered reduction in a longitudinal direction.
3. 'There is no evidence at all of any progressive complication of the molars within the group. ' From the particular case of the Microtinae to that of the rodents in general, Hinton made these concluding points:
1. 'The Muroidea* (and indeed all the Simplicidentate Rodents) have descended from ancestors with brachyodont multituberculate molars, in which the tubercules both in upper and lower molars were triserially arranged.
2. 'If the views expressed above be sound, then the tritubercular theory does not apply to the Simplicidentate rodents. Equally inapplicable is the theory of Winge. 3. 'In order to put my meaning beyond doubt, I regard the Multituberculata as the probable source of the Simplicidentate Rodents, as well as of all other Placentals.'
In the light of current knowledge, one might remark that the evidence for three longitudinal rows of tubercules, thin in 1926, is even thinner today with the increased knowledge of Palaeocene rodents. Whether or not the molars have become progressively more complex or simplified depends on the concept of the archetype and the classification o f'primitive' versus 'secondary' characters. While the Polybuny or Multituberculate Theory of origin for rodents (and placentals) has been almost universally disowned, the Multituberculata remain today an enigmatic line, without either pride of ancestry or hope of posterity. It is ironical to note that the detailed case worked out by Hinton for the Microtinae could be made to fit the Muridae ( stricto) much more convincingly. While Hinton's conclusions on the microtines and rodent evolution may be unacceptable to many, the order still poses more major problems than any other amongst the mammalia. Regarding rodent phylogeny the two major schools of thought are today still poles apart. The final verdict on Hinton's views cannot yet be pronounced.
Other works
In 1927 Hinton published a paper in the Eugenics Review on 'Habit and environment as makers of species'. In this he emphasized that continental species were just as subject to splitting into subspecies and varieties as island races; the only differences are the nature of the barriers. He claimed that the variants established were not Mendelian but due to the inheritance over a long time of acquired characters. The proof quoted for this Neo-Lamarckian interpretation is Kowalevsky's work on the ungulate foot.
Two papers published in 1932 and 1943 deal with problems of the bio logical control of destructive animals and contain much sound advice regarding control of rodent pests.
The Tertiary strata of the Siwalik Hills in Northern India have yielded a * Hinton used the phrase 'all the Muridae', but from the context he clearly did not mean the single family but the whole superfamily. large mammal fauna, which is regrettably poor in representatives of small mammals; Hinton was lent for description the rodents from these beds by the Director of the Geological Survey of India and he published a short note on them in 1933 and left the manuscript of a larger paper. The prelimin ary diagnosis established two new genera and four new species.
Between 1930 and 1934 Hinton was much concerned with the musk rat problem in this country. Though he never published papers on the subject and made only passing reference to the work, his long series of reports to the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries constitute a major contribution to economic zoology. In an early report dated December 1929, written within two months of the first introductions of musk rat into Britain, Hinton and Read (Technical Adviser to the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries) reviewed the known habits of the musk rat ( zibethica) in North America and the ways in which it had adapted itself in Central Europe, where five individuals were imported in 1905 and the number had swollen to an estimated 100 million individuals in 1925. Their damage to property and crops was causing devastation in some areas and the report pressed for an early survey of the status of the pest in Britain and study of continental methods of control. The survey followed eight months later and highlighted a great potential danger. Many of the rat farms were unsuitable and escapes inevitable. This report pressed strongly for legislation to prohibit the import and keeping of musk rats; it called for investigations on the spread and most profitable methods of eradication. Three years later the Ministry acted on part of the recommendations. By then the situation had deteriorated almost beyond measure. No less than 12 counties were suffering from their burrowing activities, from collapse of banks of streams, canals and reservoirs, to railway embankments, roads and bridges and flooding of vast acreages of agricultural land. Hinton was seconded to the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries for six months to make a national survey and he recommended tackling the pest on a national scale, placing the work in the hands of trained and responsible staff, and using a modified form of the German method of extermination. Legislation was at last passed prohibiting import and keeping of musk rats and systematic trapping campaigns were organized. Within three years the pests were exterminated, though they hung on longer in Scotland.
In 1927 a school of the rare false-killer whale ( crassidens) was stranded on the shores of Dornoch Firth. Hinton set out for Scotland immedi ately, and put in six weeks' intensive work on the site, recording a vast quantity of data. He sent two complete specimens and all the skeletons back to London. In the Natural History Museum he made further detailed investigations and all his manuscript survives. The paper treats exhaustively with the anatomy of the species and Hinton was able to calculate rates of growth and breeding habits; he recorded the ages and proportion of sexes, the food and parasites and wrote on migration and distribution. This fine paper makes the most of the unique opportunities offered by that rare event.
In summary Hinton may be said to have made four major contributions to science.
1. He was the first to recognize the zonal value of Pleistocene Microtinae and apply this to the interpretation of the stratigraphy, with its extensions to correlation of different types of deposit, cave, crag and terrace. From this work the age and correlation of British Pleistocene deposits began to be understood. Nowadays the rodents are universally recognized as most powerful faunal elements in dating, not only in Pleistocene but also further back in Tertiary strata.
2. He laid the basis for systematic studies of the Microtinae, a subfamily of un-nerving complexity, through detailed investigation of all characters, taken in relation to their functional adaptations.
3. He preached and had put into practice the biological control of murine pests, and his work in connexion with the eradication of the musk rat plague from Britain was a major public service, though the State never rewarded its piper.
4. His work on the Pseudorca school is a major contribution to the popula tion dynamics of Cetacea.
P e r s o n a l it y
Hinton was short and heavily built. His face, with prominent forehead, heavy eyebrows, square set jaw and mop of unruly hair, was one that would have sculpted well. He enjoyed robust health throughout his life and never suffered any serious illness. Until within a week of his death he had never been a hospital patient and the impression of hospital life today clearly astounded him, carrying as he did childhood memories of Dickensian institu tions. His sartorial elegance was always deliciously anachronous. He never abandoned nightshirts and heavy black boots, and his great ulster and cape were a familiar sight in Bristol on a winter's evening when he attended a university lecture. All his clothes had voluminous pockets and their contents were a source of astonishment to adults and near magic to children. The biographer has seen them yield a half chronometer, three large pocket watches, a bulky aneroid, scissors, several huge pocket-knives, to say nothing of tobacco tins, notebooks and host of other bric-a-brac.
In spite of the number of administrative jobs he undertook, he was never an organized man. He had the innate habits of a squirrel; literally everything was kept. He boasted of smoking an ounce of tobacco every day of his life since he was 17 years old and never threw a tin away-they (or at least a few) came in useful to contain his rodents. After his death, his rooms yielded over 10 000 tobacco tins, cheque book stubs, receipts for groceries, rent, clothes, notices of meetings, catalogues, used envelopes and advertisements-over a ton of paper, leaving aside correspondence, manuscript and the like; all was completely mixed up together, and some of it going back over 60 years. A minor tragedy it could not all be preserved for the social historian of future centuries. While Hinton was in the courts his employer used periodically to make him take a few days' leave in order that his room could be unscrambled.
His interest in watches and astronomy never extended to practical time-keep ing. There is the story of his first visit from London to the Dobson household in Bristol in 1923, where he was due to arrive in time for afternoon tea. But tea was over and gone without him ; the dinner guests invited to meet Mx Hinton assembled, waited, dined and departed, and then at half an hour to midnight Mr Hinton of London arrived on his bicycle.
Hinton was a man with numerous friendly acquaintances yet singularly few intimate friends. To his acquaintances he was a veritable encyclopaedia; he never displayed his learning, yet it was available to all who chose to seek it. He was particularly helpful to young zoologists and he had a charm and courtesy rare today. Neither learning, honours, nor position altered him. he remained humble and shy.
It was unfortunate he never shared his interests with his family and domestic life held no store for him. Yet none was more agreeable company to dinner; he took a lively interest in food and wine and his anecdotes were legendary-a past master of a raconteur. Miusic, theatre and opera all held his close attention, and he would recall attending a Shakespearean play over 50 times, and recite long passages from it. He taught himself to read in half a dozen European languages and spoke French and German adequately. He was a devotee of Voltaire (his dog was named Volly in honour of the great writer) and had read in the original French all 70 volumes of Voltaire's collected works, some several times over, the edition in his own library being a fine early French edition. He could be equally entertaining and enlighten ing on Voltaire, Johnson and Boswell, Beethoven, Verdi and Shakespeare. Chess was another of his pastimes and one in which he reached a high standard, being for many years a county player; up to his death he played several games simultaneously by post.
Hinton had surprising artistic ability and left over 300 paintings, both water colours and oils. Nearly all are landscapes without people or animals; this is more a reflexion on his limitations as an artist than his disinterest in things animate, for his attempts here bear poor comparison with the landscapes. Within this limitation he had a sensitive eye for colour and a good apprecia tion of composition; he excelled in painting skies and water, which are usually prominent in his compositions. His brain was characterized by width of intellectual pursuits rather than by penetrating depth; by absorption, retention and synthesis of facts rather than by originality of ideas. He had the type of mind well suited to his age, where systematics in natural history was all important, the classical systematics rather than the new systematics. When a man with the right abilities appears at the right time in the right place, he can hardly fail to succeed. Lack of university degrees and formal training were no barrier in a world of amateur naturalists; completely self-taught he was a match for any rival. The day of the great amateurs is all but gone and we are the poorer; shall we ever see their like again ? 
